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The emergence of hierarchy

Following the Neolithic Revolution some regions of the 
world developed complex hierarchies, leading to city-states 
and the great civilizations of antiquity

• How did farming trigger this change?

• Why did some regions remain with only simple hierarchy, 
in spite of adopting farming?



Outline of the presentation

1. Existing theories and our explanation

2. The model

3. Empirical evidence on a large cross-section of pre-
colonial societies and on a country-level panel 
dataset.

4. Supportive evidence 
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• Neolithic Revolution 
Increased productivity 
Food surplus  (various mechanisms) 
Hierarchy (an elite that did not produce food) 
The emergence of the state

• Differences between regions in productivity
differences in surplus
differences in social institutions
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more food … The resulting food surpluses … were a 
prerequisite for the development of settled, politically 
centralized, socially stratified, economically complex, 
technologically innovative societies.”
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Jared Diamond (1997)
“In short, plant and animal domestication meant much 
more food … The resulting food surpluses … were a 
prerequisite for the development of settled, politically 
centralized, socially stratified, economically complex, 
technologically innovative societies.”

Douglas Price and Ofer Bar-Yosef (2010) 
“Cultivation … supported a stable economy with surplus
that resulted in the formation of elite groups…”

Existing literature
recent summaries
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Our criticism

We argue that the surplus explanations are flawed:
• Surplus is neither necessary nor sufficient for

appropriation
• Surplus is unlikely to emerge following the very slow

transition to farming
(Population size adjusts to prevent the creation of surplus 
following the slow rise in productivity, as predicted by 
Malthus and supported empirically by Ashraf-Galor, 2011, 
and others)
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Our explanation
• Neolithic Revolution 

Increased appropriability
Hierarchy (an elite that did not produce food) 
The emergence of the state

• Differences between regions in land suitability for cereals 
vs. roots/tubers 

Differences in appropriability
Differences in hierarchical complexity
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Our explanation

• Appropriability generates the demand for the state and it 
allows its existence
Encourages robbery and creates a demand for 

protection
Facilitated the finance of the elite and the provision of 

protection

• Surplus is an outcome of hierarchy rather than its cause
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Conflict  states (when the losers cannot escape)
In the Amazon Basin, “almost unlimited agricultural 
land,” In Peru, “The mountains, the desert, and the 
sea … blocked escape in every direction”
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Carneiro (1970) “circumscription theory” 

Conflict  states (when the losers cannot escape)
In the Amazon Basin, “almost unlimited agricultural 
land,” In Peru, “The mountains, the desert, and the 
sea … blocked escape in every direction”

We note that: the environmental theory of Carniero is 
incompatible with the geographical evidence that 
motivated Diamond and vice versa.
In both the Amzon Basin and New Guinea cerals are 
not the staple crop

Additional theories
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Acemoglu & Robinson (2012)

Institutions
Transition to farming & Surplus

Should we look for one unified theory to explain the 
transition to farming?

Additional theories



Related Literature 
Geography, Transparency and Institutions 

Mayshar, Moav & Neeman (2013)

• Once a state exist, how environmental factors shape:
Land ownership (private vs elite)
State concentration (center vs periphery)
State capacity

• Application to Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia



A Model of Anarchy
and Hierarchy

 The model illustrates how high
productivity of tubers prevents the
emergence of hierarchy and a state

 It also shows how a non-benevolent state
dominates anarchy efficiency-wise by
reducing distortions: higher farming output
and less extraction



Agents
 Farmers (measure 1) and Non-Farmers

(measure N

 Non-Farmers employment:
 Bandits in anarchy/Tax collectors in

hierarchy (measure 
or

 Subsistent foragers (measure N − 
with income s

  - endogenous ratio of bandits or tax
collectors to farmers

 Agents are risk neutral



Production
 Each farmer can grow 1 unit of cereals or

1 −  units of tubers, or any linear
combination

  ≤ 1 - tubers’ productivity loss (we
restrict attention to   0

  is the key difference between
regions



Appropriation technology
 Tubers cannot be appropriated

  ∈ 0,1 - appropriation rate of cereals
(by bandits in anarchy, by the state in
hierarchy)

  , 0  0,  ′  0,  ′′  0,
and lim→0  ′  



Farmers optimization
  ∈ 0,1 - the fraction of land allocated to

cereals

 Farmers’ income:
I  1 −   1 − 1 − 

 Farmers choose  to maximize income



Anarchy
A bandit’s income:

 



Equilibrium - a pair , such that:
1.   arg max I

2.   s



→

s 



where  is the inverse function of 

Define ̂A by:
̂A

 ̂A

 s



Proposition: Unique equilibrium A,A

A,A 
s
 , if   ̂A

1, ̂A if  ≥ ̂A

where A,A are weakly increasing with 
→ Farmers welfare is decreasing with 



Output
Ȳ - The maximal level of output
If   1 and   0 → Y  Ȳ

Ȳ  1  sN



Output and distortions
The equilibrium A,A introduces two
distortions:
1. Farmers growing tubers
2. Forgone output of bandits
→ Equilibrium output (per farmer) is:

Y  Ȳ − 1 − A − As.

where A  A



Corollary: Loss of output:

1 − A  As 
 if   ̂A

̂A if  ≥ ̂A

where bandits income As  AA



Hierarchy
 The state has monopoly over the use of

force

 This monopoly comes at a fixed cost
G0  0

 The state employs  tax collectors at cost s
per collector and the tax rate is a fraction
   of cereals

 The state can commit to  ≤  →   1



The state’s maximization problem:

max


R ≡  − s

subject to:
  arg max1 −   1 − 1 − 

→ The optimal tax rate is
H  min, ̂H

where ̂H is given by
s ′ ̂H  1



Assumption:
R̂H  G0

(otherwise a state cannot exist for any )
→ there exists a unique H  ̂H such that

  H ↔ RH  G0



Anarchy vs. Hierarchy
 The state employs tax collectors such that:

marginal tax revenue ≥ s

 In anarchy:

average theft revenue  s
→

H  ̂H  ̂A



 If   H

→ anarchy,   1 and   

 If  ∈ H, ̂H

→ anarchy,   1 and   
or
→ hierarchy,   1 and   



 If  ∈ ̂H, ̂A

→ anarchy,  ≤ 1 and   
or
→ hierarchy,   1 and   ̂H  

 If   ̂A

→ anarchy,   1 and   ̂A  
or
→ hierarchy,   1 and   ̂H  ̂A



Hierarchy is Pareto dominant
Farmers’ income is (weakly) larger, the
state creates a surplus (above G0, and all
others are unaffected
For   H

YH  YA



Main conclusions
1. A state dominates anarchy

efficiency-wise
2. High productivity of tubers prevents the

emergence of a state



3. The correlation between efficiency and
hierarchy across regions may be
negative

→ Additional structure to the model can
capture the long run effect of hierarchy
(state capacity) on growth



Remarks
1. Heterogenous  among farmers

→ H  A

2. Risk averse farmers
→ H  A



Example
    1/2; ∈ 0,1

→

    /2



Anarchy
̂A 

2

s

A,A 
s
2
, if   ̂A

1, ̂A if  ≥ ̂A



Hierarchy
̂H 

2

2s
 ̂A

2

For H ≤  a state can exist and generates
a tax revenue, net of the cost of taxation:

R 
 − s 

 
2

  ̂H

1
4s 

2  ≥ ̂H



R ′  0 for   ̂H

H is given by RH  G0

H 

2s

 − 2 − 4G0s



Tax and net revenue:
Anarchy vs. Hierarchy

10/1=0, G2/1, s=3/2=ρ
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Tax, cereals and net revenue:
Anarchy vs. Hierarchy

10/1=0, G2/1, s=3/2=ρ
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Output:
Anarchy vs. Hierarchy

10/1=0, G2/1, s=3/2=ρ
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0

0.5

1

0 1

Tax rate anarchy

Total tax revenue 
anarchy = sλ

Tax rate and revenue:
Anarchy

ρ=2/3, s=1/2, 



Risk averse farmers
u  1 −  log  1 − 1 − 

  log1 − 1 − 

Farmers’ optimization given  ≤ :

A   − 


Tax rate (number of bandits) given A:

A 
2A

s



In equilibrium:
A  s

2  s
 s
2

A 
2

2  s

2

s



 In comparison with the risk neutral case:
A and A, are smaller

 Inefficiency 1 − A  As is also
smaller: As  A  

 Total revenue of bandits is smaller

→ transition to hierarchy is less likely



Tax and cereals in anarchy: 
risk neutral vs. risk averse 

ρ=2/3, s=1/2
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Comment:
Endogenous population
In a Malthusian setting there is an
additional source of inefficiency in anarchy:
a smaller population



Data
• Murdock’s Ethnographic Atlas
Database of 1,267 societies from around the world. Ideally, it should cover societies at 

an idealized moment of first European contact. 
– Jurisdictional Hierarchy Beyond Local Community
– Major Crop Type
– Dependence on agriculture
– Farming surplus
– Other controls (e.g. population density)

• Food and Agriculture Organization – GAEZ
– Land productivity
– Productivity advantage of cereals vs roots and tubers
– Other controls (e.g. precipitation, temperature, elevation etc.)

• Hierarchy Index (Borcan et al, 2014)
Cover 159 modern day countries for every half century from 50 CE to 2000 CE. 

• Several other sources
– HYDE (Historical population reconstruction), MAP database (Incidence of 

malaria), Fenske (2013) (several other correlates)



Data
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Crop yields, agriculture and main crop



• Results are robust when controlling for:
– PRECIPITATION
– TEMPERATURE
– ELEVATION
– RUGGEDNESS
– ABSOLUTE LATITUDE
– DISTANCE MAJOR RIVER
– DISTANCE COAST
– MALARIA
– POPULATION DENSITY (1995)
– HISTORICAL POPULATION DENSITY (HYDE)
– HISTORICAL POPULATION DENSITY (Pryor, 1995)

Crop yields, agriculture and main crop:
Robustness checks



Cereals, surplus and hierarchy

2SLS estimates

stage:nd2

ε) + X'β + iCereals= α I(Main Crop=iSurplus/ iHierarchy

:stagest1

εX'β + + )iYieldTubers–iYieldCereals(0= γ) iCerealsMain Crop=(I
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Cereals and hierarchy



• Results are robust when controlling for:
– PRECIPITATION
– TEMPERATURE
– ELEVATION
– RUGGEDNESS
– ABSOLUTE LATITUDE
– DISTANCE MAJOR RIVER
– DISTANCE COAST
– MALARIA
– POPULATION DENSITY (1995)
– HISTORICAL POPULATION DENSITY (HYDE)
– HISTORICAL POPULATION DENSITY (Pryor, 1995)
– USING ETHNIC BOUNDARIES AS IN FENSKE (2013)
– INCLUDING SOCIETIES LIVING IN DESERTIC SOILS

Cereals and Hierarchy:
Robustness checks



Cereals and surplus



• Results are robust when controlling for:
– PRECIPITATION
– TEMPERATURE
– ELEVATION
– RUGGEDNESS
– ABSOLUTE LATITUDE
– DISTANCE MAJOR RIVER
– DISTANCE COAST
– MALARIA
– POPULATION DENSITY (1995)
– HISTORICAL POPULATION DENSITY (HYDE)
– HISTORICAL POPULATION DENSITY (Pryor, 1995)
– USING ETHNIC BOUNDARIES AS IN FENSKE (2013)
– INCLUDING SOCIETIES LIVING IN DESERTIC SOILS

Cereals and Surpus:
Robustness checks



Cereals and hierarchy

Panel estimates

c,tε+ t+ X'βtη+cη+)c,tYieldsTubers–c,tYieldsCereals= α (c,tHierarchy

Note:
-Hierarchy: (=0: Tribe; =0.75: Chiefdom; =1: State)

over time are generated t,cYieldsTubersand ,tcYieldsCerealsVariation in -
by the Columbian exchange. 
- Years 1500-1600 are excluded from the regression. 



Cereals and hierarchy



• Results are robust when controlling for:
– EXCLUDING YEARS 1500-1750
– DISTANCE MAJOR RIVER
– DISTANCE COAST
– MALARIA
– TROPICAL LAND
– POPULATION DENSITY (1500)
– SETTLERS MORTALITY
– SLAVE EXPORTS

Cereals and Surpus:
Robustness checks



Supportive evidence:
productivity vs appropriability
Native Americans in California (Tushingham and Bettinger 2013)

• Despite the fact that salmon is a better source of nutrition, earlier foragers
preferred to rely on acorns

• Unlike salmon, gathering and storage of acorns involves little effort but its
subsequent preparation for consumption is costly

• The rapid transition to salmon intensification was possible after a sedentary
community was large enough and storage facilities where constructed 


(1) selection of food sources is affected by their appropriability
(2) appropriable food and complex hierarchy are correlated



Supportive evidence:
productivity vs appropriability

Women in Malawi and bitter cassava (Chiwona-Karltun et al. 2002)

• Women in Malawi, particularly single women, prefer to grow bitter and toxic cassava
variants that require more processing

• “We grow bitter, toxic cassava because it gives a certain level of food security. If we
are to grow sweet cassava, look at our neighbors! Their whole field was harvested by 
thieves while they slept and now they have no food. Nobody wants to die from hunger.” 


(1) the extra post-harvest effort provides protection against thievery; thieves prefer the non-

bitter variant that requires less processing
(2) Again a correlation between vacuum of state and less appropriable/inefficient crops



Supportive evidence: 
storage and hierarchy before farming

Native Americans in the northwestern coast
Testart (1982)

• Testart criticizes the idea of that the adoption of an agricultural way of life was
a turning point in the organization of human societies. According to Testart, the 
turning point is the adoption of storing techniques. 

•In particular, he takes a cross-section of 40 hunter-gatherers societies and 
shows that storing societies present three characteristics (sedentarism, high 
population density and socioeconomic inequalities) which have been 
considered typical of agricultural societies. 

• Hunter-gatherers who relied on seasonal and storable resources such as
acorns or dried salmon developed complex hierarchical societies similar to the 
Neolithic farmers that cultivated cereals 

• (Testart refrained from identifying a causal mechanism that relates storage to
hierarchy)

 it isn’t farming that explains the emergence of hierarchy – it is appropriability



Supportive evidence: 
storage and hierarchy before farming

The Natufian age
Kuijt and Finlayson (2009)

Evidence for large-scale storage in sophisticated granaries before the domestication of 
plants from 11,000 years ago indicate social organization 



Supportive evidence: 
appropriability and stationary bandits

Mining in the DRC
De la Sierra (2013)

• A rise in the price of Coltan — produced from a relatively bulky and hence 
transparent ore — led to the monopolization of violence

• An increase in the price of gold, which is easier to conceal and is hence less 
transparent, did not

 it isn’t productivity/surplus that explains the emergence of hierarchy – it is 
appropriability



Supportive evidence: 
appropriability and stationary bandits

Sulphur mines and the mafia
Buonanno et al. (2012)

•Buonanno et al. support the hypothesis that the mafia in Sicily emerged after the 
collapse of the Bourbon Kingdom.

•A vacuum of power made it easy for a new hierarchy  to emerge, disproportionally 
more where the local product was more appropriable: the mines and in particular 
the sulphur mines. 

 it isn’t productivity/surplus that explains the emergence of hierarchy – it is 
appropriability
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Conclusions

• Geography, through its effect on appropriability, can 
explain differences in hierarchy and institutions

• A key factor that explains low state capacity is high 
productivity of less appropriable crops

• The literature which proposes that productivity and 
surplus are a precondition for hierarchy is flawed



Concluding remarks:

• Two motivating stylized observations:
• In Egypt, state hierarchy evolved 

rapidly following the adoption of 
farming in the Nile valley, 
facilitating the construction of the 
great pyramids as early as the 
third millennium BCE

• Farming was initiated in New 
Guinea at about the same time as 
in Egypt, but there it did not lead 
to the emergence of states

•More generally, the table reports the 
centers of crop domestication

•The only regions that did not 
generate complex hierarchical 
organizations were those that did 
not domesticate cereals (but 
rather roots/tubers/fruits) 
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